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       TRANS-LATE 28th September Village Underground Lisbon Lisbon, Portugal “I intend to create therefore I will act.” Intention. Will. Action. Creation. ETHOS And if we could peek up that intention and translate it into a colour, what colour would it be? And if we could translate it into a sound, what texture would the sound have? How can we _ materialize a thought? How can we materialize a pattern: a set of waves that together form a web of knowledge, a net of actions, a stream of consciousness? Consciousness is information, so when I intend, I create information thus, the intention is information per se. We do not need the action, we are already creating a realm of TRANS-LATE is a trans-media event where technology and intention, the realm of the imaginarium. interactivity are the main characters. Most clubbing and festival events around the world focus on the music. We focus on the media, media is the message and If we do have the proper tools to trans-late that intention interactivity is how we communicate. into an action out of the normal physical realm, for instance We are creating the context for innovation to happen and we the digital one, we have the matrix. The matrix is a universe work under an ontological and multi-sensory designed where the psyche is the reality. Our question is: if every methodology. being is creating their own psychological reality, if all of Our ethos is about sharing technologically powered intangible us were feeding it to a co-created matrix, how would this experiences with global creators and nomads. collective matrix look? new instrument. What lies between intention and action? Will and creation? How do qualia mediate all of this? DISRUPTIVE APPROACH _ NEW WAYS OF CONSCIOUSNES /We design experiences that change your inner self. We promote a new way of being in you. EXPERIENCE CENTRIC /You experience Art. Art experiences yourself. TECHNO-SHAMANISM & TRANSHUMANISM /Augmenting human potential EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE /The knowledge goes to and comes from our bodies. _ We use technology to produce specific alterations in the “experiential body” that forever affects your Qualia. One of the ways these changes manifest is through an increased awareness of symbology. We seek to provoke in you a heightened state of awareness via experiential immersion. This is a form of experientially induced transhumanism.menting your experiential body “When the human race learns to read the language of symbolism, a great veil will fall from the eyes of men” Manly P. Hall OUR GOAL _ To inspire developers, scientists, healers, artists, hackers, clubbers and technology enthusiasts. To promote the right tools for this new technological renaissance movement. To educate the crowd in a healthy relationship between humans and technology by activating deeper levels of curiosity in their minds. To create a cultural space for our dreams, for our imagination, and our machines. "The paint is human experience and the canvas is our consciousness.” Chris Milk, Filmmaker and Founder & CEO of Within THE PROGRAM -TRANSFORMATIONAL TALKS Many people go out and don't know the artist. Those who know, see them in a booth or on a stage as someone untouchable. Meet the artist is a space where the artist is face to face with the crowd in an informal setting to promote an informal conversation between the artist and the audience. You can ask the questions you always dreamed of. -INTERACTIVE INSTALLATIONS | TECHNO-SHAMANIC EXPERIENCES | TRANSHUMANISTIC PERFORMANCES One thing is meeting the artist, another is actually knowing their work. In our Live Showcase moment you can actually see and understand the artist's work. You can see which software's and devices they are using, how and why they are using them. You can learn how to do it. -CELEBRATION | GENERATIVE MUSIC | DJ SETS After all this experiences there's nothing better than celebrating. You can dance. You can smile. You can see the DJ emotions in real-time. LINE-UP Chromatouch Dome - TECHNO-SHAMANIC EXPERIENCES Wonderground Club - TRANSHUMAN PERFORMANCES Day Night . MATERIALITY by Vicky Clarke (UK) . TRANSCENDANCE by Kimatica Studio (UK) . VR AYAHUASCA - THE SHAMANIC EXPERIENCE (LU, FR) . LIVE AI MUSIC PERFORMANCE by PortraitXO (USA) . VIRTUAL AWAKENINGS (UK) Wonderground Club - GENERATIVE MUSIC Night Night . ALUNAWACHUMA IMMERSIVE CACAO CEREMONY by AGAMI Records . In-Volution (PT) . KIWI (UK) (IT & SE) . BERBERAN (PT) . GRAVITY SYNTH by Leon Trimble (UK) . NEUROFEEDBACK MINDFULNESS XP by MuArts (PT) Outdoor - TASTE-DISCOVERY Night Wonderground Club – TRANSFORMATIONAL TALKS Day . SYNESTHESIA by PortraitXO (USA) . TASTE-DISCOVERY by MuArts (PT) . OPENING REMARKS - Village Underground Team . BLOCKCHAIN & ART – Zoltan Peto + José R- Santos + Jorge S. Outdoor - INTERACTIVE INSTALLATIONS . MIXED REALITIES - Horácio Marques + Jose Montemayor Day . TECHNO-SHAMANISM – Christoforo + Maria Kimatica . NAGUAL DANCE by Music Tech Germany (GER) . TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGY - Xico Teixeira + Xico Basilio . AI & ART- Rania + Luis Anjos . GENERATIVE ART – Matt Strobel + Joanna Hir . CLOSING REMARKS - MuArts Team TRANSHUMANISTIC PERFORMANCES Main Stage TRANSCENDENCE by Maria Kimatica Transcendence is a multidisciplinary practice-based research, exploring how live performance art in combination with interactive technology can induce altered states of consciousness. A multi- sensory experience taking its audience onto an immersive journey through the subconscious mind by manipulation perception through contemporary mediums. ⠀ ⠀ ’We always say that with Kimatica we actually do portals. We make experiences that give access to other realities. I am very inspired by shamanism. The mission of the artist is the same as that of the shaman –that of a healer. And at the same time that of a revolutionary who dares to subvert the status quo.’ http://www.kimatica.net LIVE AI MUSIC PERFORMANCE by PortraitXO Special pre-release performance of upcoming AI album launching this fall 2019. How does Neural Synthesis work? In collaboration with CJ Carr from DADABOTS, Portrait XO explains her experiments with AI and sound with live demos of what raw audio sounds like when processed through a neural network combining unique sounds. https://www.portraitxomusic.com TECHNO-SHAMANIC EXPERIENCES Chromatouch Dome GRAVITY SYNTH by Leon Trimble The Gravity Synth is a musical instrument combining the instrumentation used to detect gravitational waves, and a modular synthesiser. The experimentation with the scientific and musical equipment has been a collaboration between researchers at the Institute for Gravitational Wave Astronomy at University of Birmingham and audiovisual artist Leon Trimble. This is a parallel journey exploring the similarities between the processes of art and science. https://chromatouch.bandcamp.com/album/gravity-synth-ep MATERIALITY by Vicky Clarke MATERIALITY explored sound sculpture as a medium to interface physical materials with Ableton music software via Arduino & DIY electronics. Bringing together my love of field recordings, electronics and music production, I researched the sonic and conductive properties of glass & metal materials at London Sculpture Studio & the National Glass Centre resulting in new resonant sculptural instruments & a new physical / digital performance system. I worked with the National Graphene Institute to develop a capacitive controller for Ableton and created an industrial musique concrete sample library from the processes of working with these materials. https://materialityace.wordpress.com ALUNAWACHUMA + KAMILLA SOL IMMERSIVE CACAO CERIMONYXP Cristoforo Gaetani is an Italian music producer and a student of sound & vibrational medicine. In recent years he has been focusing on his experimental/psychedelic chill out project called, “Alunawachuma". His ethnomusicological/electronic sound contains elements of sacred sounds from around the world, chill out, ambient, dub, trance, tribal house, techno, and ethnic/acoustic/world music. Kamilla Sol is a Swedish Chilean Cacao Alchemist and MC. She has lived many years between central and south America on the medicine plant path and specialised in Cacao and Cacao ceremony. She learned the science, history and tradition from the native people of the cacao growing regions of the Americas. She is a Chocolatier and a musician who has been channelling beautiful light language and healing melodies with her voice and harp at cacao ceremonies of up to 300 people. Now she has expanded her repertoire by introducing electronic music elements and production to her energy work. She believes this compliments and amplifies the benefits and healing effect of cacao and cacao ceremony work. http://www.agamirecords.org VR AYAHUASCA – THE SHAMANIC EXPERIENCE A visionnary experience through the realms of the medicinal plants, led by indigenous Shipibo traditional healer in the amazon rainforest. This mind blowing experience is a voyage through one of the most mysterious spiritual practices on the planet: Ayahuasca, the vine of the soul, and how to find your inner space. Experience the magic and healing power of ayahuasca. http://www.a-bahn.com/projects/a-kosmik-journey VIRTUAL AWAKENING by Jose Montemayor Virtual Awakening is a transformative virtual educational platform which focuses on creating and designing therapeutic, inspirational, and heart-mind expanding experiences using immersive technologies. We see this type of platform as an essential transformative learning toolkit that can make a significant contribution to the acceleration of the current paradigm shift. Our intention to nurture a healthy relationship between humans and technology has led us to explore the synergy between art and science, and the symbiosis of technology and spirituality. https://www.virtual-awakening.com/about NEUROFEEDBACK MINDFULNESS XP by MuArts This experience aims to amplify a global consciousness by bringing together Ancient Wisdom and Contemporary Technology. Combining selected tools of Ancient Wisdom with Neurofeedback technology we create multi-sensory immersive experiences creating an unique experience in any type of festival that promotes innovation, technology, wellbeing or creativity we’ve create the portable Mindfulness Experience. The Neuroscience field of Brain-Computer-Interaction is a brand new way of looking into the brain activity in real time. In this tech-mediated interactive meditation practice, the participant will be wearing a neuroheadset that will control the velocity of projected fractals according to the guided “wanted” meditative mental state. https://www.muarts.tech INTERACTIVE INSTALLATIONS Outdoor NAGUAL DANCE by Music Tech Germany Nagual Dance is a singular piece of ground-breaking software that translates body movements into music and a dancing session into orchestral manoeuvres of infinite possibilities. Using a 3D camera, Nagual Dance captures the bodily movements of one or two dancers and translates every move into music in real time. This technology opens up the opportunity for everybody to express themselves in a new musical way. It reverses the natural process of dancing. Instead of just reacting, dancers receive a direct musical feedback of every move, revealing an interesting cycle: you dance and create music, and music makes you dance. http://nagualdance.com/en/ TASTE-DISCOVERY Outdoor SYNESTHESIA by PortraitXO What is Synaesthesia? Portrait XO invites you to explore your own senses through a multisensory journey translating flavors of beer and wine. Visit the bar to try the experience with a pair of headphones while you sip your drink. https://www.portraitxomusic.com TASTE-DISCOVERY by MuArts In this experience we used the model underlying Neurofeedback of translating, in real-time, the activity of the brain while costumers are blind-tasting three differ types of drink\food and converting it in an audio-visual information for the rest of the crowd to see it. With this in mind we intended to create a new kind of brand activation experience where the client would interact with the food\drink in two different ways: the classical way of tasting it (blind-tasting) and the new way of perceiving their brain reaction to the drink\food in real-time. The animation of the patterns showcased the sensations of the person tasting the drink\food in real-time. We developed an algorithm that was used to animate the patterns depending on the brain data. https://www.muarts.tech GENERATIVE MUSIC Club IN-VOLUTION, TRANS-LATE Residence by XIK & Kokeshi In-Volution, “turning in” on one´s self. Combining genre-bending soundscapes and visuals, mediated by biometric data XIK & Kokeshi will guide you through an inner journey. By merging ethno-techno with organic downtempo, healing sounds and ritual rhythms, you are expected to travel across the spectrum of human emotions, states of ecstasy, catharsis, relaxation, introspection, and healing. Brain frequencies, haptic movements and biometric data will immerse you in generative visuals and psychedelic colors. http://www.trans-late.tech KIWI London based DJ and producer Kiwi, aka Alex Warren, stepped back into the spotlight in 2017 with the release of his ‘Orca’ EP on Bristol’s Futureboogie imprint. Notable A side ‘Orca’ went on to claim rave reviews from Mixmag, and topped the dance charts on Juno and Beatport for 7 weeks. Following this, Alex saw success with releases on Dusky’s 17 steps, and a vinyl only 12” alongside Joakim on Life and Death, earning acclaim from the likes of DJ Harvey and Gerd Janson among others. Whilst in the studio Alex was also busy on the road, touring Asia (twice), North America, Europe as well a number of UK festivals, including Glastonbury – all whilst holding down his residency at XOYO in London. The past year has seen him earn a reputation for his long winding all night long DJ sets; often genre hopping from Balearic, Disco, House to Detroit-Techno and everything in between. https://soundcloud.com/kiwidj BERBERAN Francisco was raised in France and Portugal and he always felt a strong connection to electronic music. For the past 7 years he has been collecting and playing music bringing together the deep sound of house and techno in Portugal and Scandinavia. In 2012 he moved to Norway and worked his way up to become one of Oslo´s most requested and active Deejays. Working alongside with Scandinavia finnest underground club "The Villa" he had the opportunity of producing his own events with international and local artists such as Daniela La Luz, Samuel L Session and Jorge Caiado to name a few. Influenced by the sound of Berlin, Paris, Detroit and Chicago his sets are a constant reflex of his research for new and intemporal music. https://www.mixcloud.com/franciscobsantos/ TRANSFORMATIONAL TALKS Main Stage TECHNO-SHAMANISM CRISTOFORO Cristoforo Gaetani is an Italian music producer and a student of sound & vibrational medicine. In recent years he has been focusing on his experimental/psychedelic chill out project called, "Alunawachuma". His ethnomusicological/electronic sound contains elements of sacred sounds from around the world, chill out, ambient, dub, trance, tribal house, techno, and ethnic/acoustic/world music. He is now mostly interested in the use of sound for healing, and the elevation of human spirit. He set up his organization called Agami Records, which is a platform to promote social and environmental initiative through music, Art, film and education. His vision is to create collaborative relationships with musical cultures and individuals from around the world, supporting their local schools and communities, predominantly by creating, teaching and recording Music & Art http://www.agamirecords.org/ MARIA KIMATICA Maria Almena is a Spanish London-based creative director, curator and a multimedia artist. Co-founder of the creative studio, Kimatica Studio. www.kimatica.net, as well as co-founder of Flux events. http://www.fluxevents.co.uk/ Maria's practice research is exploring concepts of human consciousness and perception, making those transcendental ideas accessible to a modern audience, to inspire reconnection with magical thinking. Her work has been commissioned by Tate Museum, British Council, Barbican Centre, Instagram, Smirnoff and several international festivals such as Jerusalem Light Festival and Glastonbury. With Kimatica she has been awarded twice for best digital performance and best interactive software. www.kimatica.net GENERATIVE ART LEON TRIMBLE Leon Trimble is a digital artist who works in audio visual performance. He specialises in immersive video and synth design. He owns a 360 degree projection dome with surround speaker array and runs it as a venue at English summer festivals with an exciting programme of music and visual artists. He is working with astrophysicists at Birmingham University using his Gravity Synth - based on a Michelson Interferometer (gravitational wave detector) - for science engagment and is planning a tour of the UK with a programme of art based science artists in 2019. This will entail him devising a 360 degree laser mapping to visualise what the synthesisers are doing, but also allows a live artist to draw in a shared VR space in laser beams. https://about.me/chromatouch VICKY CLARKE Vicky Clarke is a sound artist based in Manchester at Rogue Studios. Through the creation of sound sculptures, machines and electronic compositions; her work explores methods of visualising, perceiving and uncovering material sound. She investigates sound as a material through compositions, performances and installations that involve chaos, interface design, chance systems and interaction. Working with electronic, digital and analogue textures; she uses found objects, archives, self built electronic instruments, machines and formats to interrogate and amplify the sonic properties of material and spaces both real and imagined. Vicky his currently undertaking R&D project ‘MATERIALITY: Exploring sound sculpture to interface the physical and digital in music making’ funded by Arts Council England. Working with researchers at the National Graphene Institute she created a graphene musical interface for Ableton Live which she performed with at Music Tech Fest Stockholm in 2018. https://vickyclarke.org MIXED REALITIES HORÁCIO TOMÉ-MARQUES Horacio is an artist with a long and established career as a designer, performer, musician, teacher (College of Music, Image and Performing Arts – ESMAE, Portugal) creative and artistic director and curator. He is also a researcher in 3D and 2D digital image synthesis, multimedia technologies, interactivity, virtual and immersive environments. At present Horacio is pursuing a PhD based on the relationship between Music, Reason and Emotion, using emergent human computer interfaces (e.g. BCI) and innovative performative arts approaches. My thesis has a dual fundamental framework: one, a scientific approach, that deals with brain-waves, synchronization, phase-lock, oscillators, driven oscillations, driven synchronization, resonance, synergy potentiation; and other, an artistic approach, where his concerns and artworks (e.g., live visuals) are anchored in the empirical processes of decoding the dynamics of the electrophysiology occurring in the brain in ecological performative arts contexts. http://www.horacioarts.com/ JOSE MONTEMAYOR Jose Montemayor Alba is a multidisciplinary artist, XR developer and psychonaut whose work are transcending traditional media. Jose’s multidisciplinary work explores areas ranging from public speaking, photography, film, 3D animation, virtual cinematography, art installations, projection mapping, live visuals for music (VJ), and developing transformative technology with virtual and mixed reality technologies. He currently dedicates a big part of his time and heart exploring the synergy between art and science, and the symbiosis between technology and spirituality; Jose’s ambition to nurture a healthy relationship between humans and technology has led him to design various integral modalities, frameworks, and methodologies of delivering integral transformative education using digital and analog methods. Jose is also an active board director of the Scientific & Medical network, as well as co-founder of an emergent movement called “The Cyberdelic Society” which brings together a community of visionaries that are ethically designing and developing “Cyberdelic Technologies” as a way to extend and expand our understanding of altered states of consciousness, and explore key insights of extraordinary experiences. http://www.josemontemayor.com TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGY FRANCISCO MARQUES-TEIXEIRA Francisco is the CEO & co-founder of MuArts, a BCI start-up specialized in using the Neurofeedback model for ́ College London the arts and the media. Francisco has a BSc in Psychology and a MSc in Neuroscience from King s and 3 years of research in the University of Porto and 5 years of clinical Neurofeedback practice at Neurobios - Neuroscience Institute. MuArts was incubated with a #MusicBricks programme, and this incubation resulted in multiple recognitions: a nomination for Prix ArsElectronica STARTS, peer-reviewed papers, and 1m€ follow-up H2020 European funding for research into Clinical Neurofeedback and Gamification. Since then, MuArts have been touring the world attending conferences and labs in places like Helsinki, Berlin, New York, Umea & London. This past year MuArts was invited by Michela Magas to attend a European Commission event in Brussels. Francisco is also being invited to numerous keynote speakers and conferences like TEDxPorto2016 and BoomFestival2016 http://www.muarts.tech FRANCISCO BASÍLIO Francisco Basilio was born in Portugal, Lisbon, and started studying psychology after high school, but soon realised that learning to cook was his thing, as it would place him between men and nature, being able to create synergy, balance and art and understanding agriculture, chemistry, and health. Soon he starts to travel around the world learning new cultures, gastronomic landscapes and techniques. At the age of 25 he travelled to India by mistake and got acquainted with Indian Cuisine and Ayurvedic medicine. Being able to be our own doctor and achieve that with the power of food was just amazing, in his opinion. And transforming the kitchen in a pharmacy was set as the new goal for the traveller chef. Mixing together Psychology, Gastronomy and this beautiful ancient holistic medicine seemed to him a perfect triangle to change his path and position towards food. Cooking our own food grows consciousness and, in the end, we can make healthy, freaking pretty, delicious and Gourmet. Nowadays, Francisco divides his time in between learning and teaching Ayurveda, community projects with schools and WHO (World Health Organization) developing social reintegration and psycho-physical rehabilitation. http://franciscobasilio.pt/#next AI & ART LUIS ANJOS Luis has more than 20 years of experience researching, defining, design, developing and deploying software solutions and platforms using the latest technology, Luis has collaborated in more than 100 professional projects with transdisciplinary and multicultural teams in some countries of America, Europe, Middle East and Africa in different areas like engineering, consulting, management, marketing, education, quality assurance and innovation acceleration mainly for the Information Technology Industry at the service of customers and partners in other industries like Computers and Internet, Oil and Energy, International Trade, Banking and Insurance, Financial and Commercial Services, Health care, Construction, Telecommunications and some sectors of Public Administration. Luis research work focusses on Brain Computer Interface, Artificial Intelligence, Music and Futures Studies. http://www.muarts.tech PORTRAIT XO As a soulful music artist with synaesthesia between taste and sound, Portrait XO explores multiple dimensions as a singer/songwriter/producer/installation artist with a humanistic, emotional, and scientific approach to challenge new ways of co-creating. Her latest piece ‘_______ __ _ WIRE’ is a neural vocal duet in collaboration with DADABOTS x VanTa supported by Factory Berlin – where she debuted her AI performance at sold-out event ‘THE CREATIVE CODE’ on May 29th 2019. She is the inaugural resident artist at Factory Berlin exploring all the possibilities of where we can go with AI, sound, and interactive media. Her debut AI music album is due to release late fall 2019 and will be featuring a special pre-release showcase at TRANS-LATE https://www.portraitxomusic.com BIOMETRIC ART MATTIAS STROBEL Matthias Strobel is an interdisciplinary artist and serial entrepreneur who bridges the worlds of creativity and technology. Since his first serious contact with music when he started playing the piano at the age of five, music stayed as main part of his life. He started DJing when he was a teenager and still enjoys creating those special atmospheres through music. After moving to Berlin in 2008, he chose to make his passion his everyday profession and co-founded the multiple awarded music-tech startup Nagual Sounds which opened up a whole new world for adaptive and interactive music experiences. He curated many music festivals and conferences and an is an advocate for more applied innovation through collaborations. After managing a refugee camp in Berlin in 2015, he founded the social startup ZwischenWerk to realize participatory and inclusive art & tech projects for, and with, socially disadvantaged people. Matthias Strobel is founder and president of the world’s first Federal Association for Music Technology, MusicTech Germany and just recently started WickedWork, an innovation catalyst for creative technology. http://nagualdance.com/en/ JOANNA HIR Joanna Hir is a London based fashion designer, costume designer and fashion stylist. Joanna graduated from London College of Fashion with MA in Strategic Fashion Marketing and Management, BA in Fashion Design Technology Menswear and BA in Business Management and Marketing from National Louis University. Joanna’s craftsmanship was recognised by British Industry. In 2015 she was awarded the Gold Arrow for the the Best Costume and Wardrobe on British TV for the costume design in Viktoria Modesta video " Prototype". Joanna worked for some of the biggest names in the industry including: KTZ, Sony Music, Universal Music, BBC, Rita Ora, Little Mix, Wiz Khalifa & the Dream, Duran Duran, among others. Key publications include: Vogue Italy, Elle UK and USA, Dazed & Confused, Wired Magazine and many more. In 2017 , Joanna created and launched her fashion tech collection Vision Quest created in collaboration with ElektroCouture and neurotech fashion accessories created in collaboration with MuArts. Vision Quest is a trans-seasonal menswear couture collection of 5 looks. Combined with technology, traditional tailoring techniques and luxury fabrics, the collection offers modern occasion-wear with elements of tech-wear for men. https://www.joannahir.com BLOCKCHAIN & ART ZOLTAN PETO Mathematician by formation, and Maltese resident by choice, Zoltán is a full-stack blockchain developer, project management, blockchain consultant with vast experience in Smart contract development, auditing, White Paper writing and evaluation. His favorite languages and tools are Golang, nodejs, Solidity, Javascript, Python, Hyperledger Fabric, Composer, Tendermint, PHP, SQL, Docker, TDD, SDLC. Zoltán is also a content writer, crypto and web developer and passionate about his family and life. Believes in god, truth and blockchain, and has as motto: The electric light did not come from continuous improvement of candles. www.dkjinternational.com José Reis Santos PhD in contemporary comparative History José is a published contemporary Historian and Political Scientist that recently founded DKJ International, a company dedicated to blockchain and crypto assets projects, advisory and consultancy. Over the years José developed a strong network of contacts in international organisations, NGOs, business, IT & startup world, media and think tanks and has extensively published and authored about a broad range of issues in different news outlets. As a (Monty) Pythonian, his motto is: always look on the bright side. www.dkjinternational.com JORGE SEBASTIÃO A seasoned CTO, with experience in AI, Blockchain, Cloud Computing, Cyber Security, Disaster Recovery, Bigdata, & managed services professional focused on business value. Jorge as delivered advice in several AI, ML, ICO, STO with comprehensive understanding of technology disruption effects caused by both Artificial Intelligence & Blockchain technology. He created the process A6 of security: Assess, Architect, Apply, Administer, Awareness and Agility. He architects practical & business focused solutions using standards and industry best practices, designed SLAs to meet today’s business resiliency using cloud computing & managed services business requirements. Mr. Sebastiao has been the speaker at numerous international conferences with topics including: Blockchain, AI, Cloud Computing, Cyber Security, Big Data, & Managed Services. Jorge is action and results oriented with passion to deliver a results… https://www.linkedin.com/in/sebastiao/ THE VENUE Village Underground Lisboa VILLAGE UNDERGROUND LISBOA Is a space for creativity and culture in Alcântara. We believe in equality, diversity, sustainability and the knowledge to think, act and communicate in a creative way. We do this through programs where we bring together creators, artists and the community around contemporary cultural and socio-economic issues. VULX is a venue for music, theatre, cinema, exhibitions, conferences and in a transdisciplinary format. https://www.vulisboa.com VILLAGE UNDERGROUND LISBOA – WONDERGROUND CLUB – MAIN STAGE Village Underground is a multidisciplinary and multifaceted space that hosts diverse projects of many cultural areas. In addition, there is a restaurant — Buzz Lisboeta —, a sound recording studio — Metalbox.pt —, and a venue that hosts regular music and cultural events, like Festival Nova Batida and Ensemble Acorde Maior. Also, it’s a coworking space with about 15 companies and 50 professionals. https://www.vulisboa.com 
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